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PAD-DSGK

Dual Security Gooseneck Kiosk Stand

Locking Case Flexible Gooseneck Optional Cable
Routing System

Anti-Theft Cable

Gooseneck Kiosk Stand
for iPad Pro 9.7, iPad Gen. 5 (2017), iPad Gen. 6 (2018), and iPad Air

Dual Security 

 with Locking Case and Anti-Theft Cable

DUAL SECURITY
LOCKING CASE

ANTI-THEFT CABLE

Easily adjusts for 
horizontal or 
vertical views

Features include:
•Aluminum case allows access to charging port, home and volume 
buttons, headphone jack, and front and rear cameras
•Case rotates 360 degrees for easy landscape and portrait orientations
•Case lock keeps tablet secured inside kiosk stand
•Optional anti-theft cable secures stand to any permanent fixture
•Heavy-duty, flexible gooseneck adjusts to create any viewing angle
•Stand base installs onto desk or countertop with included mounting 
hardware or silicone pads
•Stylus with built-in holder on stand base
•Cable routing in stand neck and enclosure interior
•Compatible with iPad Gen. 5 (2017), iPad Gen. 6 (2018), iPad Air (1 
and 2), and iPad Pro 9.7

Speci�cations:
• Dimensions: 10.125” x 8.5” x 11.25”
• Gooseneck length: 8 inches
• Cable length: 87 inches
• Weight: 3.89 lbs.

Package includes:
(1) Dual Security Gooseneck Kiosk 
Stand
(1) Anti-theft cable
(1)  Stylus
(2) Case lock keys
(2) Anti-theft cable keys
(1) Set of mounting hardware
(2) Adhesive silicone pads

This unique stand makes your tablet the cornerstone of a sophisticated, streamlined 
point of sale. The stand combines the security of two independent locking 
mechanisms with a heavy-duty and flexible gooseneck. The locking aluminum case 
encloses your tablet but leaves total access to the charging port, volume buttons, 
home button, camera, and headphone jack, for credit card reader compatibility. The 
case can rotate a full 360 degrees for landscape and portrait orientations and 
fastens shut with a secure lock and key. For an optional added measure of theft 
protection, a locking steel cable attaches to either the stand base or holder. The 
malleable gooseneck can be adjusted to accommodate any viewing angle, greatly 
simplifying register transactions. The stand features a multi-faceted cable 
management system, employing slack management space inside the enclosure plus 
a rubberized cutout at the rear and hollow threading through the gooseneck. The 
large base and solid stand can be installed onto a desk or countertop either through 
predrilled holes and included mounting hardware, or using the included set of 
double-sided adhesive silicone pads. Also included are a stylus and built-in holder 
on the stand base. 


